MAY

International Academy of Hope
MAY CORE WORDS: Open, Make
IMPORTANT DATES:
May 1 - May 31: Better Speech and Hearing Month
May 17: Parent Committee Meeting, 9:30 AM
May 17: Mismatch Day
May 24: USA Day: Wear red, white, and blue!
May 27: Memorial Day, School Closed
May 31: Hawaiian/Beach Day
Please see the calendar sent home with your child for other
event details.

Student Profile: Jesus
Jesus has made amazing progress in
all his therapies and academic sessions.
Throughout the school day, he actively
participates in small group sessions and
likes to work with his peers. He is more
focused and visually attending to tasks,
following instructions given by his
therapists and his teacher. Jesus'
progress is obvious in his increased
tolerance in tactually exploring novel
objects, indicating breaks when he is
overwhelmed, and activating his
switches appropriately during our read
aloud and shared reading sessions. He
responds to information when it is
presented by activating his head switch
or arm switch appropriately and
vocalizing his happiness. Jesus has been
a regular to school and always tries to
give 100% effort when working in
academics and therapies.

Paraprofessional of
the Month: Escarlis

What can you say about Cali? She is one in
a trillion! Her loving heart and positive
attitude make her a joy to work with. She is
always willing to lend a hand, and often has
tasks completed before anyone knows they
needed to be done. Catie has made
enormous progress this year thanks to
Cali's hard work and dedication. Class 3
could NOT function without her!

save the
date!

The votes are in! This year, our
Prom theme is "Out of this
World," and will be held on
June 19, 2019.

April was Occupational Therapy Month!
To celebrate, the OT department planned a
variety of activities and educational sessions
throughout the month of April. They kicked off
the month on April Fool's Day with an
adaptive pie in the face game. All directors
were pied in the face by the students! Other
activities throughout the month included test
driving the power wheelchairs, a dressing
competition using adapted equipment and
techniques, and teaching techniques for
feeding students. Educational sessions were
provided to learn the ins and out of the toilet
chair systems and strategies for self
regulation. At the end of the month staff put
their new knowledge to the test in a
competitive game of OT jeopardy. The OTs
would like to thank everyone who participated
throughout the month!

